
LEARNING GARDEN

Community Gathering
Gardens can increase involvement of external 
volunteers at schools, allowing students to create 
connections with non-teacher, non-related adults. 
Further, when family members participate, it 
strengthens intergenerational bonds.

Environmental Stewardship & School Beautification
A study conducted in Boston Public Schools found that schools with 
green play spaces had higher passing rates on state tests than schools 
that did not. Access to green spaces in childhood plays a crucial role in 
forming positive adult environmental attitudes.

Cooperation Amongst Students 
& Positive Behavior Management
Teachers report that their gardens 
acted as calming spaces for students, 
particularly for those who struggled 
in a traditional  classroom setting. 
Elementary-age students who had a 
school garden increased their self 
understanding, interpersonal skills, 
and cooperative skills.

“It’s wonderful to watch the kids empower themselves and then teach other 
people about it.”       - Elementary School teachers, Memphis

Academic Engagement & Experiential Learning
Research indicates that gardening at school supports students’ inquiry 
and learning as well as promotes attachment to school. Elementary-
age participants in a one year garden program improved their problem 
solving and critical thinking skills.

“Hands-on Learning is how they remember, so the more hands-on, the more 
they remember…having the option of coming out here [to the Learning Garden] 
adds another level to learning.” -Elementary School teacher, Los Angeles

the Co-Benefits of a

Social Emotional Wellbeing & Health of Teachers and Faculty

Natural spaces promote healthy biological development, especially for stress regulation systems. Studies show that time 
spent outdoors significantly reduces the symptoms of ADHD and anxiety in students. 

Researchers observed that even just a view of green, natural spaces improves employee job satisfaction and that 
employees who have access to green space have more positive feelings towards work than employees without. Time spent 
outdoors has also been shown to help improve stress regulation for adults.

“[the Learning Garden] is a calming space for them…it does as much 
for our students academically as it does emotionally. I think of a lot 
of students that I’ve walked out there with over the last three years 
have made a 180…The Learning Garden has affected the way we look 
at our students and how we try to give them more opportunities...It 
has given everyone something to be happy about.” 

-Elementary school teachers, Memphis

“The garden is the one equalizer for every student...That’s the one 
place where they can all have equal access…When my kids find love 
in the garden, that’s important for them because that may be the 
only time they are happy the whole day.” 

- Special Education Teacher, Los Angeles

Want to know more? Check out our sources at https://tinyurl.com/y884ouj6! 

https://tinyurl.com/y884ouj6
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